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A NEW CENTRIFUGAL FILTER. Dan!l;er008 Soap. for the water to combine therewith; and a very little of the 
We extract from the Belgian Bulletin du MuYee the an

nexed engraving of a new centrifugal filter, devised by MM. 
Autier and Allaire. The construction is based on the prin
ciple that, if a cylinder be rapidly revolved in a liquid in 
which solid particles are suspended, the liquid will be drawn 
into like rotation, and will revolve with a velocity, greatest 
next to the surface of the Gylinder, and less as the distance 
from the latter is increased. The solid par!icles in the fluid 
will thus be thrown away from the iwmediate proximity of 
the cylinder, leaving the liquid there in a pure condition, 
when, by suitable pipes from that portion, it may be drawn 
off. The present apparatus consists of a cylindrical recep

We have remarked of late the introduction into the mar- mildest soap is ample for this purpose. 

tacle, b, into which the liquid enters at a, and in 
which is a vertical revolving cylinder, c, the sur
face of which is of metal, and is pierced with a 
number of apertures. The purified liquid enters 
these orifices, passes through the cylinder in the 
direction of the arrows to the tubes, j, and final
ly is drawn off atg, at openings the siztl of which 
may be suitably regwated by sliding covers. The 
solid particles, separated from the liquid, descend 
in the annular space, b, and escape by the tube, 
k, the aperture of which, at i, may also be regu
lated as above described. 

ket, under high sounding names, of various strong potash com
binations intended for laundry and cleansing purposes. One 
of these preparations, which appears to contain more caustic 
potash than any other ingredient, lately caused the death of 
a child who accidentally ate a little of it; and we have found 
the same stuff 6trong enough to remove old hard paint from 
wood work when merely wetted by the same and allowed to 
rest thereon for perhaps an hour or two. We advise our 
readers to let such preparations severely alone; they are ruin
ous to clothes, and, except to cleanse kitchen floors or other 
grease-soaked places, should not be used. Even the ordinary 

---

TorDl.erlc. 

We are aware that the coloring matter of turmeric (the 
curcuma longa of the pharmacopceia) has been more than 
once recommended as a substance likely to be useful in pho
tographic work; but we hardly think it has received proper 
consideration,or that it has been utilized to the extent which 
its varied qualities would seem to warrant. 

Our attention was recently attracted to the subject in con
sequence of a desire to protect, by a yellowish varnish, the 
very thin foreground of a negative we wished to print. For 

this purpose we added a few drops of a tincture of 
turmeric to a little plain collodion, and poured it 
over the whole plate. When dry, portions cover
ing the better-exposed parts of the plate were 
scraped off, and the negative exposed under p�per 
in the ordinary way. On examining the process 
of printing, we were somewhat surprised to find 
that, although the yellow film was exceedingly 
feeble, it snon actinlc qualities were so great that, 
when the unprotected parts of the negative were 
fully printed, the parts covered by it were 11.1 to
getLer untouched, and that, even after an exposure 
of two hours to full sunshine, there was no trace 
of decomposition of the silver chloride. This cir-

It will be observed that this is a filter without 
filtering material, a fact of considerable advan
tage in industries like paper and sugar making, 
which require the filtration of large amounts of 
liquid. The filtering surface, moreover, never 
being in contact with the impurities, no oppor
tunity is offered for the discharge orifice of the 

�;!=�11!==��::l���1 ��iW"'�---., cumstance naturally prompted us to make a series 

pure liquid to become choked or foul. The de-
gree of filtration, of courfe, depends upon the 
length of time the liquid is kept in rotation, and 
this is easily governed by lessening, as desired, 
the escape of the contents of the apparatus at the 
orifices, g and i. A device of this sort might 
easily be driven by the engine of a factory or 
other work�, and would require very little power. 

. _. 

Chlne8e FerDl.ented Drlnk8. 

The ravages of the phylloxera among the vines 
of Franct' have incited many attempts to discover 
a new kind of beverage to take the place of the 
juice of the grape. The Marquis de Villeneuve 
reports that in China a pseudo wine called tHien-ia 
is much used, which is concocted from a prepa
ration of four plants, common in that country, 
and mixed together in certain proportions. The 
plants are dried and powdered, and made into a 
paste, which is sold in the form of balls or squares 
at the rate of about three pence a pound. One 
square or ball will make several pints of a fer
mented liquor, pleasant to the taste and much 
resembling wine, which is now sought after by A NEW CENTRIFUGAL FILTER. 

Europeans and others living in China. A fictitious brandy low grade soaps are heavily charged with soda and impuri 
is also prepared in the same way, and the manufacture is so ties, which , the manufacturers l5ay, they are obliged to add 
simple that with a capital of $25 or $50 to purchase the ap- in order to hold their own with fraudulent dealers who adul
paratus, a man may make 25 gallons of "brandy" a day. The terate still more heavily; and these soaps are als) highly 
Marquis adds that the liquors possess no injurious matter. destructive to fabrics. It is much better economy to pur-

-•• • chase a good qU8lity, even a superior quality, of white soap 
PORTABLE CRANE FOR LOCOMOTIVE WORKS. for household purposes; for the extra cost of the soap will, 

Our engraving shows an excellent adaptation of Messrs . 
I 

in the end, be more than saved in the lessened wear of 
Appleby's system 

of experiments, the result of which leaves no doubt 
in our minds that a solution of the coloring matter 
of turmeric should find a place in every photo
graphic laboratory. 

A convenient solution may be readily prepared 
as follows: Four ounces of well dried turmeric 
(radix curcumro), which may be obtained from 
any chemist, is to be well bruised, or reduced to 
coarse powder, and moistened with alcohol. After 
standing for an hour or two, the damp mass is 
packed into a percolator (a lamp chimney with a 
piece of muslin tied over the smaller end answer
ing well) and some more alcohol poured over it . 
If the packing has been properly done, the spirit 
last added will displace that which had been ab
sorbed by the turmeric, and cause it to flow through 
the muslin at the rate of two or three drops per 
second. When the operation is fairly started, suf
ficient spirit should be added to gi ve a bulk of four 
ounces of percolate, which will be a very strong 
solution of curcumin, capable of giving a fine yel
low color to collodion, varnish, or any alcoholic 
solution. 

A drachm of this solution added to an ounce of 
plain collodion, and poured over a plate of glass, 
gives a yellow film of great beauty, which, al
though it hardly seems to stop out any material 
quantity of white ligh t, is so non-actinic that, 

when used in the window of the dark room, plates of the 
most sensitive description may be manipulated with perfect 
freedom from fog. 'fhe cause of this is quite evident from 
a slight spt.ctroscopic examination, which shows that the 
violet is altogether absorbed, tbe green and red alone being 
transmitted. We know that some emulsion makers prefer 
a red, or rather ruby, light in their dark rooms. This can 
very readily be got with the turmeric, it being only neces· 

sary to add to the col
lodion a few grains of 
boracic acid, which, 
when the film is dry, 
and e s  pe c i a  l l y  if 
heated, destroys its 
power of transmit
ting the gre3n, giv
ing a pure red light. 

It is well known 
that the color of tur
meric, in common 
with many other 
vegetable coloring 
matters, is gradual
ly decomposed by 
light; but our exper
iments wOuld seem 
to show that when 
envelopAd in the col
lodion film, or when 
mixed with ordinary 
photographic v a r -
nish, it is much 
more durable than 
w hen in contact with 
the starch and other 
materiel of the tur
ill e r i c  root; and, 
even should it be 
found unsuitable for 
permanent use, it 
will assuredly be 
valuable as a tempo
rary expedient. 

of building cral es 

(heretofore descri b. 
ed and illustrated 
in our pages) to the 
uses of locomotive 
shops and engine 
houses. The form 
is but little varied 
from that shown on 
page 95 of volume 
XXIX; but it has 
underneath t h e  
platform suitable 
gearing for propel
ling it automatical
ly, and it can also 
be used for traclion 
purposes. T h e  s e 
cranes are n o w  
built of immense 
power and capacity 
with engines that 
are readily revers
ible, enabling the 
machines to be han
dled with facility; 
and they are com
ing into very gene
ral use, several of 
them having- been 
employed in lifting 
a n d  transporting 
heavy articles at 
the Yienna Expo. 
sition of 1 873 APPLEBY'S LOCOMOTIVE CRANE. But an alcoholic 

Messrs. Appleby 
(of London, England) have certainly cllrried this branch of 
mechanical construction to a high pitch of excellence, and 
their cranes are already at work in the Machinery Depart. 
ment of the Centennial Exposition at Philadelphia, being 
employed in getting some of the heavy material into position. 

solution of curcumin 
clothes, of oil cloths, and of paint. It is hardly necessary is of more Uie than merely to exclude the actinic ray from 
to add that strong alkali soaps should -'-ever be used on the the dark room; it is one of the best organifiers for a washed 
skin, as their effect is corrosive and harmful. The object emulsion pellicle that we have yet tried. We added it to 
of using soap for the toilet is simply to overcome the natu- the extent of ten drops to the ounce of emulsion just previ
ral oil which exudes from the body, and render it possible ous to pouring into the dish; and as the curcumin is very 
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sparingly soluble in water, it is not removed by the neces
sary washing, and gives to the redissolved pellicle a fine 
yellow color, which altogether prevents the necessity for 
backing of any kind. 

We may add that we experienced some difficulty at first 
in removing the yellow appearance from the developed 
plates, but ultimately it yielded readily to a wash with 
methylated spirit. Our experiments have not been suffi
ciently extended to warrant any very strong statement alii to 
the superiori ty of cur cumin over other organifiers; but from 
what we have seen, we believe that it will be found in every 
way a most important addition to the materiel of the emul
sion worker_-Briti8h JOllrnal of Photography. 

Penguins. 

To the Editor of the Scientific American: 

I notice in your issue of January 29, an illustrated article 
on penguins, which calls to mind a little incident which oc
curred three years ago, in the South: A boat's crew and my
self went fisbing off Hoff's Island,in the South Atlantic; on 
nearing the shore, we saw what appeared to be six or seven 
persons on a rock, and from their gestures they seemed to be 
hailing us_ Supposing them to be the survivors of some ill
fated vessel,we rowed down to them and found they were pen
guins, who stood there, nodding their heads and flapping 
their fins, as if enjoying the trick they had played on us_ 
We soon after went on shore at another part of the island, 
and there found the birds in large numbers, so thick in fact 
that they could be kiclted over_ 

We also found great numbers of their eggs, which they 
lay in the sand, and we secured a large quantity of the3e and 
carried them aboard the ship. We also went on shore at 
Kerguelen's Island (the subject of your illustration) and 
there one of the sailors had his hands badly bitten, in trying 
to catch one alive. At the Croz,tts,we again met the penguin 
family; and here several of the seamen brought them aboard, 
ate the flesh, and made pillows of the feathers. I made a 
cap of the skin of one, which lasted for a long time, the 
feathers making it waterproof. The birds are seen in great 
numbers at sea, and old sailors take warning of a gale by 
their quack. 

But a more beatiful bird is found in the Southern Oceans. 
It is the albatross, the king of sea fowl. It seldom if ever 
goes on shore. I have seen hundreds of them, in schools. 
riding gracefully over the waves, and I succeeded in catch
ing one by baiting a shark hook with a piece of pork. The 
bird measured 7 feet 8 inches between the tips of his wings. 
We made tobacco pouches of the skins of his feet, and pipe 
stems of the small bones of the leg'! and wings; and the skin 
was to be made into a muff, a�, after pulling out the large 
feathers, a long heavy down is left, making it very desira
ble as a substitute for fur. The bill is long and crooked, 
siVlilar to that of the eagle; and when hungry,the bird will 
d'lvour food at an alarming rate. 

The albatross can be found in immense numbers, and I 
have often wondered why it would not pay for capitalists to 
send out vessels to secure these birds for their feathers. 

Pittsfield, Mass. W. E. DAY. 

NEW PHOSPHIDES OF SILVER, AND A METHOD OF ESTI
MATING SILVER QUANTITATIVELY BY MEANS OF 
PHOSPHORUS. 

HY WILLIA)f FALKE, PROFESSOR OF NA'ITRAI.J AN]) PHYSICAL SCIENCES IN 
XANH.\TTAN COLLEGE.· 

In the fall of 1873, the author's attention was attracted 
to the action of phosphorus upon the salts of silver, in par
ticular the nitrate. If reference be made to most treatises 
on chemistry, it will be found therein stated that phospho
rus is a powerful reducing or deoxidizing agent,and that by 
introducing a stick or clean piece of phosphorus into many 
metallic solutions, as, for example, copper sulphate, silver 
nitrate, or gold chloride, the metals are separated or re
duced from their combinations, and are deposited upon the 
suspended phosphorus in the metallic state : at first such a 
fine film forming upon the phosphorus as to be transparent. 
<lold under these circumstances, appears beautifully green 
on viewing it by transmitted light, which color is characte
ristic of this metal, and by it it can be distinguished from 
spurious foils. Silver and copper are deposited upon the 
surface of the phosphorus in minute but brilliant crystals ;  
and by very prolonged digestion, the whole, or nearly all, of 
the metal may be separated from the solution. In these re
actions, the phosphorus, or part of it, removes the oxygen 
(or chlorine) from the metallic salts, precipitates the metal, 
and enters itself into solution. 

In studying and experimenting upon the above detailed 
reactions, it occurred to me to dissolve the phosphorus in 
some liquid before adding to the metallic solution, whereby 
the phosphorus would be almost instantly diffused, and 
would, of course, offer an immensely increased surface for 
chemical action. The liquid in which phosphorus is most 
largely soluble is carbon disulphide, which is the solvent 
that has been almost exclusively employed in the following 
experiments : 

On adding such a solution of phosphorus, which should 
not be too concentrated, to a solution of nitrate of silver 
in water, a dark and sometimes iridescent film is formed, 
which covers to some extent the sides of the glass ves
sels and also incases the globules of carbon disulphide 
at the bottom. A copious separation of the same black sub
stance also precipitates, almost immediately on shaking. 

* A part of this article formed the subject of a paper read before the New 
\Tork Acat.lf'my of Science!'> (late l..yeeum of Natural History) December 
�lm 

' 
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The whole of the silver is thus removed in a short time 

from the solution, particularly on warming and stirring. 
Other metallic solutions, with different metals, were thus 
heated, most of which were completely thrown down in a 
short time, as copper, gold, platinum, etc. 

Here it is important to observe that the precipitates and 
films thu!l obtained consisted not only of It part of the met
als, but compounds had fonlled-combinations of phospho
rus and metal. 

After the above preliminary indications of an hitherto un
observed character, minute investigations were instituted in 
order to determine the nature of the compounds thus formed, 
and to see to what use, if any, they could be put. At present 
this report will confine itself entirely to the investigations on 
silver : the other results will appear in future communica
tions. The following proportions were employed: Silver 
nitrate (fused), 5 grammes (77-16 grains) ; phosphorus, 1 
gramme (15-41 grains); carbon disulphide, 10 c ubic centi
meters (0'61 cubic inch ); water, 100 cubic centimeters (6-1 
cubic inches)_ The fused nitrate of silver is dissolved in 
the water (more or less) and the phosphorus is then dissolved 
in the disulphide of car bon, which is then poured into the sil
ver solution ; the small vessel containing the phosphorus 
should be rinsed with a little carbon disulphide which should 
be added to the rest, as, if any' phosphorus remains in the ves
sel, the volatile carbon disulphide would evaporate and leave 
some phosphorus in a finely divided state behind which may 
ignite or burn spontaneously when dry in the air. The mix
ture is then stirred in the cold, and allowed to stand for 
some hours until all the silver has been removed or separ· 
ated, which can be determined by taking a drop out with a 
glass rod and touching it with a drop of hydrochloric acid 
01' a chloride, until no longer a white curdy precipitate or 
opalescence of chloride of silver appears. 

Immediately on mixing the above solutions, the silv"r be
gins to separate in films and in powder, which appears 
highly cryst&lline in part, and which is combined with phos
phorus. When the reaction is complete, the liquid is poured 
off from the precipitate, and the latter washed two or three 
times with water by decantation, then with some strong al
cohol to remove the water, and lastly with carbon disul
phide to remove excess or free phosphorus. which is not in 
combination and must be removed. 

The above is a brief description of the method employed 
whereby the black phosphide of silver was prepared and 
carefully purified from any free phosphorus. I was greatly 
surprised when the above compound suddenly took fire spon· 
taneously while drying on the filter in the cold upon the fun
nel. A second portion was prepared with the utmost care, 
and washed at last with carbon disulphide until some drops of 
the filtrate could be evaporated from paper without becom
ing luminous in the dark, proving that all free phosphorus 
hai been removed from the compound. The second time, I 
again had the opportunity to behold my fugitive black sub
stance undergoing combustion, leaving metallic silver be
hind. The case was evident: the new phosphide was a py
rophorus, and burned spontaneously when dry in the air or 
i n  contact with oxygen. 

In order to preserve some of the new phosphide in the dry 
state for examination, it was introduced into a tube or small 
flask while yet moist, and closely stopped with a rubber 
stopper through which two small glass tubes passed, one 
for the pUlpose of passing into the flask a dry current of car
bonic acid gas and the other as the exit tube. 

The flask with the moist phosphide is then placed over a 
water bath heated to boiling, and a steady current of the dry 
gas passed over it, which soon dries by the moisture being 
carried off by the warm gas through the exit tube. If a much 
higher heat than that of a water bath be employed, say a 
direct application of the flame from a Bunsen's burner (melt
ing point of tin), the whole of the compound will be decom
posed, and silver remllin behind, presenting a beautiful 
spongy appearance, while the phosphorus is carried off with 
the current of hot ga8, which is decidedly luminous as it es
capes into the air and oxidizes. If the compound is dried 
without too great an application of heat, and is afterwards 
poured out into the air upon a plate, it takes fire, and leaves 
metallic silver with a little phosphoric acid behind, which 
latter can be removed by washing with some warm water. 
It was with the greatest difficulty that the molecular fonnula 
of this phosphide of silver was determined; it seems to be 
Ag P. Its molecular weig-ht is 139. The affinity of silver 
for the nitrogen-phosphorus group is very feeble, as this 
compound, among others, plainly shows. 

The action of nitric acid �n the black phosphide led to a 
series of highly interesting observations, whereby sever
al new and definite phosphides were obtained. On adding 
nitric acid (concentrated) in the cold to some of the moist 
black phosphide, which is generally mixed with some metal
lic silver, chemical action is set up and red fumes are evolved, 
during which some of the compound is dissolved, with what
ever metallic silver may be mixed with it. A precipitate re
mains behind, baving a brick red color, which at first was sup
posed to be amorphous phosphorus, but proved upon exam
ination to be another phosphide, having the composition: Ag. 
P •. Calculated: Silver, 69'90; phosphorus, 30'09; total, 99 99. 
Found: Silver, 69'44; phosphorus, 30-55; total, 91)-99. This 
red compound is permanent in the air, and is much more 
stable than the first_ It will be observed that,as the amount of 
silver increases, the stability of the silver phosphides be
comes greater. 

The red phosphide is soluble in concentrated boiling nitric 
acid, with perhaps the exception of a trace of a yellow com
pound which is undergoing investigation. 

Other methods of operating were now employed. Instead 
of dissolving the nitrate of silver in water, it was acted upon 
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in the dry way by a solution of phosphorus in carbon disul
phide. Plenty of the solvent should be employed for the 
phosphorus; in this case, at least twenty times the weight of 
the phosvhorus was employed. 

In preparing the phosphides by adding a solution of phos
phorus upon powdered dry silver nitrate, if not sufficient 
carbon disulp

l
aide is employed, a violent decomposition may 

take place. Operating thus npon a large quantity with an 
insufficient amount of the solvent, the writer was painfully 
injured by a powerful explosion, which produced a report 
like a blast. 

A red compound is the result, that is, the particles of the 
dry powdered nitrate are covered by a red coating. 

On treating the red precipitate with water, after pouring off 
the carbon disulphide, the nitrate of silver, which still re
mained undecomposed, is dissolved, and the reddish substance 
disappears, leaving a flocculent black precipitate, which was 
found to have the formula Ag. P. Calculated: Silver, 91'-
26; phosphorus, 8'73; total, 99'99. Found: Silver, 91'1: 

phosphorus, 8-8: total, 99'9. It is permanent in the air, un
less highly heated. 

It is curious to note the different results obtained by act
ing upon silver nitrate dissolved in water by means of the 
phosphorus solution, by changing the conditions: thus, by 
acting upon a concentrated silver solution in the cold with
out stirring, nearly pure silver separates in films which be
come quite thick, as, for example,in the following proportion: 
Silver nitrate, 4 grammes (61'7 grains); phosphorus, 0'9 
gramme (13 '8 grains); carbon disulphide, 10 cubic centime
ters (0 61 cubic inch); water, 30 cubic centimeters (1-83 
cubic inches). 

By treating a very dilute solution of the nitrate, the sil
ver completely separates into beautiful crystals, after the 
lapse of twenty-four hours. Silver nitrate, 1 gramme (15'43 
grains); phosphorus, 0-2 gramme (3-08 grains); carbon di
sulphide, 5 cubic centimeters (0-305 cubic inch); water, 
500 cubic centimeters (30'5 cubic inches). By this means 
very pretty crystals may be separated. 

••••• 

A NeD" Cause 01' the Breakage 01' Kallroad Kalis. 

Some interesting observations have recently been made on 
an Austrian railway line, which possibly may shed consid
erable light on the hitherto unexplained causes of the break
age of steel rails during cold weather. Cases have frequently 
occurred when such rails have been fractured, and yet the 
adjacent metal has presented no flaw to which the rupture 
could be traced. 

The section of the Austrian road referred to is about eight 
miles in length, and is often blocked with snow. 'I'his ob
stacle is generally surmounted by strewing sand in front of 
the driving wheels of the locomotives and in putting on ex
tra steam while running over the slippery section. The rails 
are of Bessemer and Martin steel, weighing about 62'8 lbs. 
to the yard. It was suggested that the sanding of the tracks 
caused them to heat. to be suddenly cooled again, however, 
by the low temperature of the air and by the falling snow. 
Besides the molecular construction of the metal being thus 
injured, there would be an extra amount of abraston on the 
surface at the spots where stoppages occurred. 

E�aminations proved, says the Ironmonger, that these ab
raded portions varied in length from 2 to 9 Engli.,h inches, 
i\ to t inch in depth, and extended over the whole breadth 
of the rail A train,in passing over the depressions so caused, 
necessarily experiences a certain shock; and it is reasonable 
to suppose that the concussion thereby communicated to the 
rail will be most felt when the ground beneath is frozen hard, 
so that the natural elasticity of the rail has no room to play. In 
three instances, rails so worn snapped asunder suddenly at 
the abraded portion, although no flaw or defect in the metal 
could be detected. This led to the removal of all abraded 
rails from this section of the line,amounting to twenty-eight 
lengths of Martin steel rails, and ten lengths of Bessemer 
rails. No similar case of fracture is known to have occurred 
in the iron or puddled steel rails previously in use, although 
the amount of abrasion they underwent must have been at 
least as great. The inference is that the improved rails of 
Bessemer and other steels, their superior strength notwith· 
standing, are less capable of withstanding concussion than 
the older rails, and consequently whenever they are used in
creased vigilance is requisite to prevent accidents in the 
winter time. 

••••• 

Proposed Optical Barometer. 

When a refracting prism is successively immersed in me
dia of different refractive indices, the ultimate angular devia
tion of the ray will, as is well known, depend in each case 
on the relative indices of the glass and the medium sur
rounding it at the time of the experiment. And as the re
fractive index of atmospheric air varies with its density, the 
amount of deviation of the refracted ray will be a measure 
of the density of the air, that is, will give the means of as
certaining the reading of the barometer at the time. 

If the ray of light were made to pass through a number of 
refracting and totally reflecting prisms, the deviation would 
be increased. If with these prisms a microscope were com
bined , the prisms might be used as a barometer. Or if the 
ray be received obliquely on a number of pieces of glass, hav
ing parallel faces and slightly separated from each other, 11.1· 
though there would be no angular deviation, there would be 
horizontal displacement which would admit of bring meas
ured by a micrometer. How far such an application would 
be of practical value is certainly doubtful, as the effect of 
changes of temperature on the prism itself might interfere 
with the very limited range of the instrument. Or again, it 
is possible that easterly, westerly, or other currents-or per 
haps differences in the hygrometric state of the atmospher 
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